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EDITORIAL

Trade fairs are places for people to meet. Places
that inspire and innovate, places for enthusiasm,
technology and the latest developments.
Here, people striving for a common goal all come
together. Here, dreams come true. Here, we create
tomorrow’s products and set new trends. Here, people
talk, listen, look and try things out.
All of this needs a home, a place where people feel
comfortable, where they can meet old acquaintances
that could even be called friends. Where nothing is
old and everything is new, it still feels familiar. With
interpack, we have been offering our exhibitors and
visitors this space in Düsseldorf for over sixty years
now – and we are always fully booked.
However, we don’t rest on our laurels – quite the
opposite. In 2017, we expanded our successful
concept with the newly created umbrella brand
“interpack alliance” and presented it around the
world. This enables us to support our exhibitors in
important growth markets and offer them a local
platform, from which they can tap into new markets or
further develop their current presence.
In addition, we have also invested heavily in our home
base in Düsseldorf and have thus simultaneously
made this home a more stylish place. We put 140
million Euros into the new construction of Hall 1 and
the southern section of Messe Düsseldorf. An opulent
entrance area now coalesces with cutting edge

equipment and flexible design possibilities in the hall
and conference rooms. We have thus created a new
architectural landmark between the Nordpark and the
Rhine which is unique worldwide.
Setting trends has always been our game. And we
don’t plan on changing that any time soon. In 2020,
interpack will once again be a hotspot for innovation
and knowledge sharing. We would like to present
some of these in this first issue of Tightly Packed
magazine, in which we focus on communication.
“Where does the road for smart and interactive
packaging lead?” – “How can we make materials
and process chains even more sustainable?”
“How can we protect packaging from counterfeiting?”
We’re keen to answer these questions and more in
the analogue and digital formats of Tightly Packed
magazine and at the next edition of interpack in
Düsseldorf in 2020.
We look forward to seeing you!
Yours faithfully,
BERND JABLONOWSKI
Global Portfolio Director
for Processing & Packaging at Messe Düsseldorf
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Talk to me!
Augmented reality applications take things a step further. They literally bring
covers to life. A black panther jumps out of a box of cornflakes and challenges
us to play a game or the portrait on a bottle of wine suddenly starts to talk. The
first applications are already on the market and studies show that consumers are
ready for these new forms of packaging. Technology and packaging companies
now have the chance to join forces and create a new, interactive world.

TODAY’S PACKAGING CAN DO FAR MORE THAN YOU’D THINK. THE MAGIC WORD

interpack.com/interactive

IS INTERACTIVITY. MODERN TECHNOLOGIES HAVE THROWN THE DOORS WIDE
OPEN FOR USERS AND MANUFACTURERS AND INTRODUCED A NEW WORLD
WITH A WHOLE NEW DIMENSION THAN OUR USUAL SCOPE.

The interactivity sales advantage: consumer opinions

69
Enter the digital world. Due to the popularity of
smartphones and wearable devices, information is now
also available on the go, meaning that every type of
packaging can turn into an interactive experience. Is this
spinach ravioli vegan? What does the coffee plantation
that produces my favourite roast look like? Questions
about the product can be answered in split seconds,
and even in different languages. The information is
invisible, hidden behind the printed image, like a secret

door in an Indiana Jones film. Therefore, it no longer
needs additional space on the packaging nor additional
hardware. Simply activate your smartphone camera,
scan the product and enter the digital world of packaging.

Source: Constantia Interactive Consumer Research, Germany 2017

PREFER
INTERACTIVE
PACKAGING
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WOULD SPEND
MORE MONEY
FOR INTERACTIVE
PACKAGING

58

WOULD DOWNLOAD
BRAND APPS TO
INTERACT WITH
PACKAGING
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Messe Düsseldorf has created a new landmark which
has attracted attention worldwide with its newly
designed southern section and the renovation of Hall
1. The construction project, which we have deemed
the wow project, is part of the 2030 master plan.
Until then, the international trade fair company
plans to invest a whopping 650 million Euros in
modernisation and construction works. “By doing
this, we not only ensure that our technology is state of
the art, but also continuously create ideal conditions
for our modern trade fairs: completely unsubsidised
and generated by ourselves,” emphasises Werner
M. Dornscheidt, Chairman of the Managing Board at
Messe Düsseldorf.

OUR
WOW
PROJECT
WITH OUR NEW ENTRANCE AREA AND HALL 1, WE ARE
EXCELLENTLY POSITIONED FOR THE UPCOMING INTERPACK
2020. HERE, WE SEE THE ARCHITECTURAL AND TECHNICAL
RESULTS OF SPECTACULAR WORKMANSHIP

Thomas Dohse, Deputy Director of
interpack, beams enthusiastically whilst
walking around the construction site.

The trade fair company will reach an important
milestone at the end of 2019, with the completion
of Hall 1, the new conference area and the southern
entrance with its exemplary trade fair forecourt. This
will expand the exhibition area to a total of 305,000
square meters. The new Hall 1 offers 15,000 square
meters of space with cutting edge yet comfortable
presentation and conference rooms and has been
constantly booked out since day one. “The hall’s floor
can hold a concentrated load of 50 tons per square
meter, whilst the 20-meter-high ceiling can carry
a suspended concentrated load of up to three and
a half tons. This allows exhibitors to present large
machines and innovative industrial solutions,” says
the CEO, enthusiastic about the new possibilities.
Thomas Dohse, Deputy Director of interpack, is
also impressed and praises the work of everyone
involved: “Seeing a new hall rise up out of nothing
is spectacular. Bringing 4,000 loads of cement alone
onto the premises during daily trade fair operations
requires excellent logistics. Construction companies,
architects, planners and of course our colleagues on
site have done an outstanding job.”
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EVERYTHING UNDER
A SINGLE ROOF

“THIS IS ONE OF THE
MOST AMBITIOUS
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS IN THE
HISTORY OF MESSE
DÜSSELDORF.”
Werner M. Dornscheidt,
Chairman and CEO of Messe Düsseldorf GmbH

INTERVIEW WITH J. M. SLAPA,
CEO OF SLAPA OBERHOLZ PSZCZULNY
SOP ARCHITEKTEN

What did you place special emphasis on
during construction and renovation?

What features did you emphasise with
regard to technology?

When we designed the project, we not
only aimed to create unity between the
new and existing trade fair buildings, but
to integrate the entire surroundings at the
same time, from an urban planning and
architectural point of view. On the one
side we have the Rhine; on the other, the
Nordpark. This is unique – no other trade
fair in the world has surroundings like
these. We used this potential and included
the Rhine and the Nordpark when we
composed the urban planning design.

Messe Düsseldorf not only requested
sophisticated architecture but also asked
us to optimise the exhibition space and
equip it with state-of-the-art technology.
We placed great importance on multifunctionality and flexibility. The new Hall
1 is equipped with supply channels for
media and electricity, laid out in tight
grids of five metres. This gives exhibitors
tremendous flexibility when designing
their booths. In addition, the entire
hall can be separated acoustically and
optically and can be divided into two
self-sufficient areas, meaning that two
different events can be run at the same
time. This is unique and we have never
planned anything like it before.

What role do trade fair visitors play in the
architectural composition?
From day one, we focused on trade fair
visitors in all our considerations. The
exhibition may be the centre of attention
of any given trade fair, but it is at least
as important to ensure that visitors and
exhibitors can communicate with one
another. We attached great importance to
this. Among other places, this is reflected

in the new congress area, in which we
created sufficient space to linger, to
communicate and to eat and drink.
Visitors also benefit from the trade fair’s
accessible location between the Rhine and
the Nordpark. We opened the premises
onto the adjacent park by creating green
areas and by planting additional trees that
reach up to the canopy. This provides a
fluent transition from the trade fair to the
park and offers visitors recreational areas
in a leafy landscape.

interpack.com/wow-project
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B E C O M I N G
A N
I C O N
2020 WILL BE ARTISTIC: ILLUSTRATIONS AND
HAPTIC INTERPRETATIONS ADD A HUMAN TOUCH
TO COMMUNICATIONS.

Rouven Steinke can certainly be proud
of this campaign, which he developed
with Judith Stoletzky.
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PROCESSING & PACKAGING

MEMBER OF INTERPACK ALLIANCE

EVERY PRODUCT ALWAYS STARTS WITH AN IDEA. A CONVICTION.
A PASSION. THIS DEFINITELY APPLIES TO INTERPACK. OUR TEAM
WORKS PASSIONATELY TO ENSURE THAT OUR CAMPAIGNS ATTRACT
GLOBAL ATTENTION FOR THE PACKAGING AND PROCESS INDUSTRY
AS WELL AS THEIR PRODUCTS AND SOLUTIONS.

WELCOME TO THE
WORLD OF COMPONENTS

EVERY INNOVATION HAS ITS
STARTING POINT.

Unmistakable typography branding,
emotive photo reports, video and story
telling and illustrative designs work
together simultaneously to provide variety.
The concept simply works. We often find
that our ideas turn up later in a completely
different place, both around the industry
and around the world. THANKS for the
compliment!
Prior to interpack 2017, we prepared
our logo for the digital world. Although
the basic shape remains unchanged, it
is now more vivid and striking – simply
more grown-up.

WORLD OF FOOD

WELCOME TO THE

WORLD OF BAKERY

EXPERIENCE THE UNIVERSE OF

PROCESSING & PACKAGING

That’s why we constantly invest in
communications and see ourselves as
a service provider for the industry. Eyecatching campaigns around the globe
have made interpack the trademark of an
entire sector.
The world’s leading trade fair is known
for one thing in particular: continually
renewing itself. This doesn’t stop us
from staying true to our signature style.
Quite the opposite: for more than ten
years, our style has been shaped by
Rouven Steinke (Art Director) and Judith
Stoletzky (Concept Creator). Strong brand
management ensures continuity and
recognisability. Main elements such as the
logo and colours are only changed slightly
and are supplemented by minimalistic
elements.

WELCOME TO THE

interpack

PROCESSING & PACKAGING

In 2020, we will have completely unlocked
the interconnected world and will show
content on all of our communication
channels at the same time. You are
holding one example in your hands right
now. A lot of texts are marked by a small
icon and a short link. This lets you know
that we offer further information on these
topics online: in the form of articles,
interviews, infographics, news, videos and
much more. Curious?
By expanding interpack to the global brand
interpack alliance, we mastered another
challenge: the integration of various trade
fairs into a single brand identity, without
dissolving the individual trade fairs. This
created a unique corporate design, which
works for all partner trade fairs without
restrictions. Whether it’s in Moscow,
Shanghai or New Delhi – our flagship
interpack is recognisable wherever you
go. At the same time, the design can be
extended limitlessly – because we have
BIG plans.

interpack.com/icon

interpack
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WELCOME TO THE

WORLD OF SWEETS

interpack

PROCESSING & PACKAGING

WELCOME TO THE

WORLD OF PHARMA

interpack

PROCESSING & PACKAGING

WELCOME TO THE

WORLD OF INDUSTRY

interpack

PROCESSING & PACKAGING

WELCOME TO THE

WORLD OF COSMETICS

W I N E

THE WINE INDUSTRY HAS SAID GOODBYE TO TRADITIONAL BRAND MESSAGES
ON ITS PACKAGING. BEAUTIFUL WINE IS NOW ACCOMPANIED BY MODERN

FOTOS Maxi Schuster

TEXT Max Mustermann

DESIGN ELEMENTS WITH STRIKING BRAND LANGUAGE.
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“OUR PACKAGING DESIGN IS CHARACTERISED BY
A CERTAIN TIMELESSNESS. “
CHRISTINE HUESGEN
responsible for marketing and PR
at the family-run business Villa Huesgen
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Packaging’s job is to protect its contents
from spoiling, damage, contamination
or misuse. However, if this were its only
function, packaging could basically always
be white. This is not the case. And for
good reason.
This is because no other medium is closer
to consumers and influences purchasing
decisions as fast and as sustainably as
packaging. At the point of sale, customers
decide within seconds whether to buy or
not to buy, based on the outer packaging.
Trademark owners are now tapping this
exact potential.
In the past five to ten years, the wine
industry – a segment that has been
characterised by traditional brand
messages for decades – has undergone
a revolution when it comes to brand
language. Since then, conventional, more
reserved bottle labels have increasingly
faced competition in the form of strikingly
designed labels with polarising slogans.
Some customers like them, others don’t.
At the end of the day, whether labels or the
wine itself: it’s all a matter of taste.

This is exactly what Villa Huesgen’s
wine packaging conveys. Since 1735,
this vineyard on the Moselle, a river in
Germany’s oldest wine-growing region,
has been producing quality wines and is in
its eighth generation today. Upon entering
the premises of the stately art nouveau villa
located above the Moselle, one embarks
on a journey into the past. In 1904, the
Berlin-based architect Bruno Möhring
built the company’s headquarters and
family residence, which is the company’s
trademark today.
Tradition, a regional focus and a simple
lifestyle are embodied by the people and
wines of Villa Huesgen. Customers who
purchase these wines appreciate dignified
understatement, durability and prestigious
luxury. All these are reflected in the
packaging’s design, which integrates an
illustration of the art nouveau villa into a
harmonious image in silver, white and
cyan tones.

TRADITION AND CLASSIC VALUES
If a vineyard is over 280 years old,
it shouldn’t necessarily start writing
provocative messages on its wine
packaging. That would be a bit like the
Queen suddenly showing up in a mini
skirt and bright red extensions to give her
Christmas speech. Credibility is the crucial
keyword here.
A tasteful duo: Adolph
Huesgen, the owner of
Villa Huesgen, with his
wife Christine.
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LESS UNDERSTATEMENT – MORE ROCK’N ROLL.
AN INDUSTRY IN TURMOIL.

MESSAGE ON A BOTTLE
Things are slightly different at the vineyard
Emil Bauer & Söhne. Customers looking
through the wine and sparkling wine
bottles on the shelves will read slogans
such as “The Wicked Wallflower” and
“Sex, Drugs & Rock’n Roll.” Clearly, the
aim here is to attract a completely different
group of buyers.
Martin Bauer and his brother Alexander
are the sixth generation to run the
vineyard, which is located in the historic
wine-making village Landau Nußdorf in
Rhineland-Palatinate. They can also look
back on a considerable wine-making
tradition, and yet the two family-run
businesses are worlds apart, both when
it comes to their company policy and
customer structure. The history of the two
brothers proves that breaking traditions
can also be a recipe for success.
“When my brother and I took over the
business from our father in 2013, we
quickly realised that we couldn‘t carry on
the way we had been. Our vineyard grew
thanks to private customers in our parents’
and grandparents’ generation – basically
all of them regular customers. So there
wasn‘t really a reason to change. However,
changes in the industry throughout the
last decade clearly showed us that things
won’t always stay that way.

Nowadays, supermarkets offer an ever
larger and broader wine assortment. They
used to be places to buy cheap wines,
now they offer fine wines. If you want to be
seen among the several hundred wines on
display, you have to design your packaging
so that it really stands out. We quickly
realised this. Therefore, we knew we had
to change our packaging.
It’s rather fitting that our first re-designed
label was created after we’d had a glass
or two. The label shows the words ‘Sex
Drugs & Rock’n Roll’ that have been
crossed out and underneath it says,
“Just Riesling for me, thanks!”. When we
noticed that customers liked the label, we
just kept on writing. We created about a
dozen wine labels with different slogans.
Customers like them and that’s why we
have now expanded our business to
include personalised labels. In our online
store, customers can use our configurator
to create their own bottles with personal
slogans, names or declarations of love.”
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THE
L A B EL
M AK ES T HE
D IFF ER ENC E

How important is wine packaging and what should we
focus on?
In the wine segment, packaging is extremely important.
Consumers decide whether or not to purchase a
product almost immediately after seeing it, based on the
packaging. However, I am talking about first purchases
here; most often the content is decisive for a repeat
purchase.
What has changed in the past years?
The customer segment, clearly. Previously mainly people
over thirty and forty drank wine, now 16 to 30-year-olds
also like to enjoy a glass. They expect packaging to be
fresh, creative and hip in design.
In addition, there are significantly more customers who
switch between brands. People want variety. This means

IN CONVERSATION WITH NICO STRIETH,
WINEMAKER AND WINE CONSULTANT FROM
RÜDESHEIM IM RHEINGAU

winemakers have to fight harder to keep their customers
and this in return means the external appearance
becomes more important.
Of course, this is also influenced by supermarkets
making huge expansions in their assortments. They have
recognised that they can lure customers into the market
– especially with sparkling wines, which is why these are
usually on offer.
In line with the saying “first impressions count,” product
shelves are upgraded with special designs including
wooden shelves, for example. This luxury then rubs off
onto the whole store and the other products. This leads
customers to purchase more items.
What does the perfect label look like?
It turns out that wine packaging works particularly well
if there are no more than three different font styles. Too
many details are distracting and confusing. In addition,
I’d discourage using a picture logo, as customers are
more likely to remember a name.
Today, the names of the vineyards are usually on the
back label. Consumers should be able to recognise their
favourite wine quickly. That’s why our wines have proper

A wine label as a sign against racism. Not everybody has
this kind of courage – but Fred Strieth and his son Nico do.

names on the label. Saxum, Jungspund or Symphony are
all wines from the same vineyard, but they differ in taste.
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Blue tones are favoured by vineyards that produce white wines;
the colour emits a sense of well-being, safety and freshness.

What do today’s customers want?

When it comes to bottle colours, bronze tones are
currently in demand. For labels, there is a trend
towards the unusual and artistic; labels should be
very creative. Packaging should be practical and safe,
which is why currently, screw tops are popular – both
in the catering world and for end consumers. This
trend has come to us from overseas.
This leads us to the second consumer trend. The
preferred wines are young, fresh wines that contain
less alcohol. And these shouldn’t be sealed using a
classic cork, as there is a risk of cork taste, but should
have a screw top.
What do you think about bag-in-box packaging?
Today, expensive wines are also offered in bag-in-box
systems (BIB). That basically says it all. The plastic bag
does not affect the taste. However, there are currently no
long-term studies.
One must make sacrifices with regard to the visual

Is it okay for packaging to be provocative once

appearance. Of course it looks less classy when you serve

in a while?

wine in a three litre box at the table. Glass bottles are much
more pleasing in that respect. For events or by-the-glass

I think so! At our vineyard, we offer quite a provocative

orders at restaurants, the large boxes are quite practical.

wine – our “Fuck Off Intolerance.” Back then we

Scandinavians love them, because the boxes offer savings.

wanted to be very clear that we do not accept racist

As a rule, BIB is 40 percent cheaper than comparable

statements at our vineyard. Unfortunately, this had

wine in bottles, which is significant considering the high

happened occasionally. We wanted to take a stance

alcohol taxes in Scandinavia. One marketing benefit,

with this label. The label was ready when the first

without a doubt, is the large amount of space the boxes

Pegida (German nationalist political movement)

offer. Copywriters and designers can just go wild.

demonstration started – how fitting.
Not everybody liked it. There was some amount of
criticism, right up to threatening letters. And yes, we
were concerned that we might lose customers due to
the label. But at the end of the day, those concerns
vanished into thin air and nowadays, labels like ours
are everywherel.

interpack.com/tp-beverages
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WINE
PA C K A G I N G

TRENDS
WHETHER IT’S REDUCED AND REFINED, UNUSUALLY IN-YOUR-FACE OR CREATED BY FAMOUS ARTISTS:
BOTTLES AND PACKAGING DESIGN IS A FIXED COMPONENT OF THE WINE INDUSTRY. IT AFFECTS ALL
REGIONS, FROM ITALY AND FRANCE TO SOUTH AFRICA AND AUSTRALIA.

EVEN IF THE WINE COMES FROM A POUCH, it
can still be packaged in a chic and sophisticated
manner. The prizewinning packaging from the Italian
vineyard Gigante and the Reverse Agency proves
this point. The black pouch is straightforward and
elegant, with its sophisticated and tactile paper case.
Design: Reverse Innovation

A GOOD GLASS OF WINE is the perfect companion
for excellent literature. The owners of the Matthew
Corregia vineyard from Piemont and the designer from
the Reverse agency agreed on this. Thus, the “Label
Books” were created as labels for Librottiglia wines
(the name was created from the Italian words for book
(Libro) and bottle (Bottiglia)). 375 millilitres of wine to
accompany a short story - that should do the trick!
Design: Reverse Innovation

TAKE IT TO THE GRAVE ... or better yet,
drink it before you get there. Based on
the Mexican cult of the dead, skeletons
and skulls are the main features on the
Australian wine “Take it to the Grave”,
created by F. W. Wines. This Shiraz
is shown here in its handy 0.25 l
can format. Foto: Messe Düsseldorf,
Constanze Tillmann

A TREND FOR EPICUREANS and end
consumers: wine with a screw top. Not
only are they very practical, but they
also enable a variety of design options.
Another plus: You’ll never have to taste
cork. Foto: Messe Düsseldorf, Constanze
Tillmann

POP-ART LABEL Fun and a great
atmosphere from the first to the last drop.
This is the promise made by the pop-art
label created by the designer Lee Nichol.
He designed this eye-catching label for
the design agency The Creative Method,
together with its Creative Director Tony
Ibbotson. Design: The Creative Method,
Druck: Label and Litho.

FOOD
WHEN IT COMES TO MODERN PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY,
THERE’S NO WAY AROUND IT: SMART PACKAGING.
INNOVATIVE SCIENTIFIC AND INDUSTRIAL SOLUTIONS ARE

All foods are packaged. Either by nature or for transportation, at
least. Whether it’s a lemon making its way from the tree to the
supermarket or milk travelling from the cow to the coffee cup,
they all undergo prior packaging in some form. This doesn’t
mean that every food per se requires product packaging.
Packaging mainly makes sense when it creates added value,
as smart packaging does.
Smart packaging is active packaging, that can recognise and
display food’s degree of freshness, influence it in a targeted
manner and thus ensure a longer shelf-life for products – for
example by improving packaging’s barrier characteristics with
regard to steam, gases and aromatic substances. And they
can do this quite naturally. Table salt, for example, inhibits
condensation. This makes mushrooms look fresh for longer,
which means that more are bought and less are thrown away.
After all, just because they are slightly discoloured does not
mean they are inedible.
interpack.com/tp-food

BILLION

+ 4.5% CAGR*
(2018 to 2023)

$356.7
BILLION

WORLDWIDE

2023

PACKAGING

$273.9

FOOD

2017

*CAGR (compound annual growth rate)

IT ONTO THE MARKETS. WELCOME, SMART FUTURE!

Source: Food Packaging Market: Global Industry Trends, Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2018-2023, June 2018 https://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/wrzln5/global_food?w=5

ALREADY WAITING IN THE WINGS; THEY JUST NEED TO MAKE

BAKED GOODS
IT’S HARD TO IMAGINE THE BAKED GOODS INDUSTRY WITHOUT THE TO-GO TREND. SNACKS BETWEEN MEALS ARE
EXPECTED TO BE HEALTHY AND CONVENIENT – THE RIGHT
PACKAGING MAKES SURE THEY ARE.
They say you should eat like a king in the morning, a queen at
lunchtime, and a pauper at night. But let’s be honest: who can
manage to sit down at the table and eat a meal in peace in today’s
world? Not many of us, that’s for sure. However, chronobiologists
confirm that the old adage is, indeed true. If you want to lead
a healthy life, you had best adhere to this rule. But don’t panic
– there are a lot of healthy alternatives for those of us who are
always on the go.

SOURCE: NIELSEN RETAIL MEASUREMENT SERVICES MOVING
WELTWEITER JÄHRLICHER SNACK-UMSATZ 2017 NACH REGION. QUELLE: 2018 THE NIELSEN COMPANY, LLC

Bakeries in particular are catching on to the ongoing trend towards
healthy and convenient snacks and, along with club sandwiches
and other snacks offered by discounters and supermarkets, have
become real competition for fast food chains in Germany.
In line with the motto “ketchup belongs in your mouth and not on
your shirt,” there is the perfect packaging for every snack. Lunch
boxes and bread roll bags, thermal bags and wax paper; there is
a suitable packaging for every product, whether they are served
hot or cold. Design and digital print solutions provide individuality
and personality.
interpack.com/tp-bakery

WORLDWIDE TURNOVER FOR SNACK PRODUCTS
EUROPE

$905.93

ASIA/
PACIFIC

$895.65

NORTH
AMERICA

$750.56

SOUTH
AMERICA

$458.11

RUSSIA/
TURKEY
SOUTH
AFRICA

$327.27
$69.69
ALL DATA IN US DOLLARS.

INDUSTRIAL GOODS
IN THE INDUSTRIAL GOODS INDUSTRY, BEHEMOTHS
THE SIZE OF SEVERAL ELEPHANTS OFTEN NEED TO BE
PACKAGED. SAFETY PRECAUTIONS, POWERFUL DEVICES
AND SOPHISTICATED PACKAGING LOGISTICS ENSURE THAT
THESE HUGE HUNKS FEEL LIKE THEY ARE BEDDED ON AIR
DURING LOADING AND TRANSPORTATION

Industrial goods often have a long way to go and travel
through various climate zones. This means that it is important
that the parts, which are often oversized, are secured with
suitable packaging, straps and padding materials to protect
them from climate damage. Engines, rotors and turbines are
hermetically sealed like a cocoon, using sealing materials.
Indicators continuously check the humidity and calculate the
amount of necessary desiccants.
In addition, large construction projects often require thousands of
individual parts, which arrive at the construction site via various
means of transport in different batches. Part identifiers are used
in order to allocate them correctly. This ensures that, at the end of
the day, each screw is exactly where it’s supposed to be.
interpack.com/tp-industrialgoods

HUGE HUNK
We proudly present: The world’s largest cardboard box

WEIGHT

1,400 kg
LENGTH

CLAMPS

PERIMETER

30
00 120m
pcs. 40m

NON-FOOD
WE ALL WANT TO OFFER SPECIAL PROTECTION TO WHAT IS
NEAR AND DEAR TO US. EXCLUSIVE PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
ARE AN EXPRESSION OF VALUE AND SIMULTANEOUSLY OFFER

Source: German Federal Statistical Office, 2016 https://www.bdl.aero/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/bdl-luftfahrtaktuell-2017-4.pdf

THE REQUIRED PROTECTION DURING TRAVEL.

When sending objects worth millions, total security during
transport is a must. This applies to a painting worth 450 million
dollars as much as it does to a diamond-studded fountain pen
or a precious porcelain dish. None of these items can just be
packed up in any old box. They require special care.
It therefore comes as no surprise that packaging for a work of
art alone can easily cost 25,000 Euros. These special boxes are
made up of several layers. This ensures that the sensitive content
can survive a fall from up to six metres and fires of 900 degrees
Celsius for up to 90 minutes. For sensitive instruments, shock
indicators on the outer packaging display whether the object has
been stored correctly.
But what use is the best packaging when goods are lost on
the way? That’s why the dual control principle is so necessary.
Therefore, when the precious items, bedded as if on air, travel in
their tailor-made valuable cargo boxes or sealed containers, they
are never lost sight of, even for a second.
interpack.com/tp-non-food

VALUABLE AIR FREIGHT
Average value freight per ton for the year 2016

€80,250
€1,844
€1,932

CONFECTIONERY
CONFECTIONERY PACKAGING SHOULD BE SUSTAINABLE
AND AT THE SAME TIME PRACTICAL. SMALL SINGLE-SERVE
PACKAGING FOR ON THE GO THAT IS EASY TO OPEN AND
EASY TO CLOSE IS IN DEMAND.

Chocolate makes you happy. Nevertheless, we all know that you can
have too much of a good thing. Living healthily means reducing our
consumption of sugary, fatty and salty foods.

Exceptions so far are France and Belgium. Here, combinations
of colours and letters are already being used to mark foods at
a national level. It will probably take a little while longer to reach a
harmonised European solution.
Confectionery is very popular, which is why the industry is
increasingly offering products with reduced fat and sugar or which
contain sugar alternatives such as birch sugar, Stevia or similar
substances.

HOW MUCH CHOCOLATE IS
EATEN AROUND
8.3 KG
THE WORLD?

8.4 KG

8.2 KG

SWITZERLAND

GERMANY

RUSSIA

AUSTRIA

5.3 KG

GREAT BRITAIN

6.8 KG

Source: Mintel 2017/ Quantity per person/per annum for 2017

interpack.com/tp-sweets

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/food-and-drink/chocolate-production-easter-mintel-gnpd-europe-consumption-vegan-a8276236.html

That’s why there have been discussions within the EU over the past
years, focusing on the nutritional traffic light system modelled by
Great Britain. However, so far only a standardized nutrition table
has been legally implemented for packaged foods – without the
red, yellow and green colour coding.

PHARMACEUTICALS
FOR EVERY MEDICAL CHALLENGE THERE IS A SUITABLE
PRODUCT. PACKAGING MEDICATIONS IN A WAY THAT MAKES
THEM QUICKLY AND EASILY ACCESSIBLE CAN MAKE PEOPLE’S
LIVES EASIER AND SOMETIMES EVEN SAVE THEM.

Every injection, every pill, every dressing, every cream needs
packaging. And this should be done in a way that allows fast
access to the product whilst at the same time preventing misuse
– especially by children.
Ideally, medication packaging should be designed so that as
many people as possible can use it without needing any further
adaptations or specialisations. This follows the principle of
universal design.
The design process should take particular care to integrate the
needs of elderly people as well as people who have physical
limitations. Fast access without great effort, intuitive handling and
good sensory perceptibility are crucial for ensuring accessibility.
Examples are, among others: electronic patient information
leaflets that are read out loud via smartphone, childproof easyto-open caps, integrated opening aids, magnifier sheets, simple
dosing devices and click-to-close functions for repeated use.

IN THEIR PRIME

More then 40 %

of

40 to 49-year-olds who do not

wear glasses do not have optimal
vision at close range.

German Central Association of Opticians (Zentralverband der Augenoptiker)

interpack.com/tp-pharmaceuticals
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YOU CAN FIND A COUNTERFEIT FOR ALMOST EVERY SUCCESSFUL
PRODUCT. IN 2017, EUROPEAN CUSTOMS AUTHORITIES CONFISCATED
31 MILLION IMITATED AND COUNTERFEITED GOODS WORTH 580 MILLION
EUROS AT THE EU EXTERNAL BORDERS ALONE. BUT THIS IS JUST THE
TIP OF THE ICEBERG.
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FAKE NEWS
The amount of counterfeited goods
confiscated by customs authorities worldwide is often just the tip of the iceberg.
The majority of the faked products makes
it onto the market undetected, mainly
via online trade. This affects all sectors.
However, in the EU most forgeries appear
amongst food products, followed by toys,
cigarettes and clothing.
This not only causes economic losses,
but, and this is far worse, poses numerous
dangers to consumers. Yet despite this,
many consumers still consciously decide
to purchase faked doppelgangers.
One example is the cosmetics industry.
Product piracy is a subject that needs
addressing here, as well. In 2017, fake
cosmetics worth a total of 26.5 million
Euros were confiscated at the EU customs
borders. Most of them originated in China,
almost 78 percent.
But despite the dangers counterfeit
cosmetic products pose to our health,
consumers continue to resort to
forgeries. According to the German
cosmetics association vke (Verband der
Vertriebsfirmen kosmetischer Erzeugnisse
e.V. - Association of Distributors of Cosmetic
Products), just under a third of the
German population knowingly purchased
counterfeit cosmetics in 2016. The main
reason is the supposedly cheaper price.
Around one third of counterfeit purchasers
assumed they were buying an original
product, according to the survey.
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THE EVIL
TWIN
Why do consumers buy counterfeit products?

AN INTERVIEW WITH THOMAS FRANKE
HEAD OF THE INNOVATION FORCE INITIATIVE FOR
SAFETY WITHIN COMMERCE (IISW)

Nowadays, it’s not so easy to tell whether you are
buying a real product or a counterfeit based on
simple parameters such as the price, design or
provider. That’s one reason. Another is surely some
people’s good faith. It’s alarming that a high number
of consumers actively run the risk and consciously
decide in favour of a knock-off. In these cases, the
price can be decisive, as can a luxury product’s
prestige.
Which cosmetics are counterfeited the most?

As a rule, every sector has a problem with product
piracy. We live in a society where many people covet
luxury goods. This means that more people are
prepared to buy fake goods. At the end of the day,
there is nothing that is not subject to counterfeiting.
Cosmetics are a classic product for forgeries. They are
relatively simple to manufacture and the profit margin
can be quite high. Selling tinted water for 200 euros is
what one could call an extremely lucrative business.
One can assume that over half of the cosmetics
available online are not originals. These are numbers
similar to those in the pharmaceutical sector.
Does this mean purchasing online is dangerous?

Nobody really knows how many fake products are
bobbing about online. There is no official data and in
the end, we can only speculate. The true extent of the
issue is gigantic.

GOODS CONFISCATED AT EU EXTERNAL BORDERS, 2017:
31 MILLION IMITATION AND COUNTERFEIT GOODS++++++++
TOTAL VALUE: €580 MILLION++++++++ MOST OF THE COUNTERFEIT
PRODUCTS CAME FROM THESE SECTORS: FOOD: 24%++++++++
++++++++TOYS: 11% ++++++++CIGARETTES: 9%+++++CLOTHING:
7%++++++++ ONE IN EVERY TWO PRODUCTS IS A COUNTERFEIT+++
++ ONE IN EVERY TWO GERMANS HAS BOUGHT COUNTERFEIT
GOODS ONCE+++++++ 29% PERCENT EVEN CONSCIOUSLY PURCHASE
FAKES+++++++++ THE MAIN REASON FOR PURCHASING IS THE
(SUPPOSEDLY) CHEAPER PRICE (65%)+++++++++ AROUND A THIRD
ASSUMED THEY WERE PURCHASING AN ORIGINAL ARTICLE++++
28% MADE THE PURCHASE ON A WHIM+++++++ON IN EVERY FIVE
PURCHASERS WAS NOT AWARE THAT THERE IS A DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
ORIGINAL AND COUNTERFEIT. CUSTOMS NUMBERS 2017 – EU EXTERNAL
BORDERS COSMETICS WORTH APPROX. 26.5 M EUROS WERE CONFISCATED
+++++++++COUNTRIES OF ORIGIN OF THE COUNTERFEIT PERFUMES /
COSMETICS: CHINA 77.95%, TURKEY 9.1%, UAE 5%
Sources: European Commission 2017, VKE 2016
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How can I recognise a forgery?

One thing is certain: Fakes are increasingly being
distributed online. Counterfeit products are being
offered on all platforms, even the big ones such as
Alibaba, Amazon or Ebay.

COMPANIES
WOULD DO WELL
TO DEVELOP
STANDARDS
TO INCREASE
SECURITY ACROSS
ALL INDUSTRIES.
THE INDUSTRY
HAS HAD ENOUGH
EXAMPLES TO
LEARN FROM BY
NOW.

To be honest, that’s hard to say. A few years ago,
it might have been easier. Today, counterfeits are
extremely well done, especially when it comes
to tobacco and pharmaceutical products. It’s no
different for cosmetics. There’s certainly been a lot of
advancement in counterfeits there too.

This is mainly due to the provision models of the
platform operators. If push comes to shove, they
just put their hands in the air and point to their
compliance guidelines. The fake shop is then closed,
and that’s the end of that. The fact that the products
will simply turn up at a different place on the net has
nothing to do with them.

Some people think a lower price indicates a
counterfeit, but that is often not the case. Instead, the
issue is rather that fake products tend to stay close to
the original in terms of their price. Expensive = real,
cheap = fake; but it’s just not that simple.

Do brick-and-mortar stores carry the originals, at least?
How can packaging contribute to security?

We can’t be absolutely sure about that, unfortunately.
Of course there is a potential risk of running into
counterfeit in official trade, as well.

Packaging can make the supply chain more secure.
There are a lot of attempts to achieve this, particularly
in the pharmaceutical industry. The cosmetics industry
could also use forgery-proof packaging with safety
locks. This is always tied to costs. However, this can’t
simply go the same way as medicine has, namely in
that loopholes and exceptions have been present
in the process right from the start. These points are
exactly where organised crime finds a way to sneak in.
In addition, it is vital to ensure that the black market
around packaging is minimised.

Resourceful product pirates take unusual paths.
For example, original goods can be exchanged for
counterfeits. By doing this, the forgery winds up in
the official supply chain, whilst the original will then
be flogged on the outside market via online platforms.
The only way to rule this out is a seamless delivery
chain.
Good supplier relationships and cooperating with
quality providers in logistics can at least ensure
secure purchasing. In my opinion, you are still better
off purchasing cosmetics at specialist stores. As a
rule of thumb there is a 95 percent chance of getting
original goods there. I believe that the risk of finding
fakes online is just as high.

From my point of view, raising awareness and providing
information are also crucial. The people that want to
buy counterfeit products are a lost cause for quality
manufacturers anyway. However, those that want to buy
the original also need to know what secure packaging
looks like and how counterfeits differ from this.
interpack.com/fake-news

LEARNING FROM OTHERS

Since February 2019,a new guideline on medication security has been applied within the EU. Since then, medication
that is only available on prescription is required to have seamless serialisation. This allows every package to be
tracked via track and trace and helps to exclude forgeries. Experts dispute the efficacy of this system.
In addition, there will be a Europe-wide tobacco control system from May 2019 onwards, which aims to protect
against product piracy. Formerly, it was only possible to recognise original packaging via the control character – the
revenue stamp or, in some cases, the manufacturer’s authenticity code.
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LET’S
TA L K
ABOUT
FOOD

GLOBAL PROJECTS, SUCH AS THE SAVE FOOD INITIATIVE BY FAO, UN
ENVIRONMENT AND MESSE DÜSSELDORF, HAVE ENSURED THAT THE TOPICS
OF FOOD LOSS AND WASTE HAVE MADE IT ONTO POLITICAL, ECONOMIC AND
PUBLIC AGENDAS WORLDWIDE.

Up to 1.3 billion tons of food are lost globally every year. They
either spoil before they even get to the markets, are sorted out
and disposed of as “unsellable” in accordance with accepted
standards or are simply not consumed in time or are disposed
of too soon.
Packaging can help to decrease food loss. It protects the product
and can even prolong its shelf-life. Special freshness and
temperature indicators can provide additional information on how
fresh a food is. Does packaging even need a sell-by date in this
case?
Yes, it does. At least, it does currently within the EU. Here, a
sell-by date is mandatory for most foods. The date is defined by
the manufacturers and shows how long the product will retain
its specific characteristics under appropriate storage conditions.
That is, how long colour, aroma, taste and nutritional values
remain unchanged. Fresh fruit and vegetables are excluded from
this obligation.
However, reality shows that a lot of products are often still edible
days, weeks, months or even years after the sell-by date has
expired. For this reason, there are more and more calls for a
reform of the sell-by date from many quarters within the EU. This
is also due to the current confusion, which is present because
there is yet another date: the use-by date. This is employed for
perishable goods such as meat and fish and may not be exceeded
for health protection reasons.
Things will become more complicated if the suggestions of some
member states, who are requesting a third date, are implemented.
They are demanding an expiration date for consumption, which
is to be printed on packaging in addition to the sell-by date. This
date is to specify how long products can be consumed with a
decline in quality. In Norway, this has been in use on many milk
packages since 2018.
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DYNAMIC SELL-BY DATES
The start-up Tsenso offers an alternative
to sell-by dates. Based on hygiene data as
well as sensors and a temperature logger,
the company calculates a dynamic sell-by
date, also known as FreshIndex, for every
single packaging unit in a production
batch. This is significantly more exact
than a sell-by date, as it is based on
current data. Customers can request the
date using an app to scan the product’s
barcode.
This means the food’s condition can be
traced seamlessly and it is possible to react
quickly to possible damages. Products
that have not been stored properly, for
example, can be sorted out at an early
stage and, insofar as they are still edible,
receive a reduced price. This not only
helps decrease food losses, it also helps
retail economise optimally with regard to
storage. The system will first be put into
practice in mid 2019, in cooperation with
METRO.
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“BY 2025, WE AIM TO REDUCE
FOOD DISPOSAL IN OUR OWN
BUSINESS OPERATIONS BY
50 PERCENT”

We support numerous projects and
innovations and address the topics of food loss
and waste at different levels, not just in-house,
but externally as well. To give some examples:

IN CONVERSATION WITH LAURA HALFAS
HEAD OF CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY, METRO AG

How important is SAVE FOOD to METRO customers?
The majority of METRO customers are active in the
gastronomy, hotel and catering sectors. They need

We give food and beverages that can no longer
be sold in our wholesale markets due to their
predicted sell-by date to social organisations
such as food banks free of charge. In addition,
we occasionally cooperate with companies
that offer these products to consumers at
cheaper prices.

fresh goods – often daily – of a high and reliable quality
and, in contrast to end consumers, purchase supplies
directly from us or have them delivered in vastly varying
quantities. This also means that we pay even more
attention to consistently optimising our stocks in order to
curb food loss. To do this, we closely cooperate with our
suppliers and customers and support them in curbing
food waste in their own businesses, too.
Which SAVE FOOD projects do you actively support?

For many years, our journey at METRO has been
guided by the requirements which have been so
clearly expressed in the sustainable development goal
SDG 12.3, one of the UN’s 17 Global Goals: to halve
food waste per capita at a retail and consumer level
worldwide as well as reducing food loss throughout
the production and supply chains, including losses
after harvest, by 2030.
In specific terms, METRO has committed to
the “Resolution on Food Waste” from the Consumer
Goods Forum to reduce food disposal in our own
business operations by 50 percent (reference value:
2016).

In Turkey, where on average around 80 percent
of food that is not sold ends up at the dump,
we have been working with a start-up since the
beginning of 2018. Acting as a digital market
place and using a real-time data analysis
function, this start-up ensures transparency
on surpluses throughout the entire food supply
chain. Instead of ending up in the bin, we
donate edible food and thus ensure it is put to
good use, feeding people.
We also support our customers in their fight
against food waste with a leftovers box, which
enables their guests to take any food they have
not eaten home from the restaurant and offer
help via digital tools such as those offered by
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the start-up KITRO. Their fully automated solution for
managing food waste tracks and analyses any food
that is thrown away. The data gives users a detailed
overview of the weight and cost of food waste and
helps to define waste sources, eliminate operational
inefficiencies and thus aids in using resources more
efficiently. In addition, we are partners of “United
Against Waste.” This initiative offers practical
solutions such as the waste analysis tool. With this
tool, restaurants can analyse and remove the causes
of food waste in their own businesses..
Packaging can save food. Which specific projects does
your business have?

Unlike food retailers, we know our customers
personally. This enables us to offer fresh products
to specific customers at special prices in good time
before they expire, for example to caterers or bakeries.
In Summer 2019, we will be testing a freshness
index for fresh meat in our meat sector. This cloudbased solution by the company Tsenso monitors
the product’s temperature on its way to the market
shelf and tells us how fresh the food is in terms of its
sell-by date. This allows the system to take possible
variations in temperature that occur during the supply
and transport chain as well as on the customer’s
premises into account when calculating the dynamic
sell-by date. In turn, it can make a recommendation
on how long the product will be edible if the current
storage temperature is maintained. At the same time,
systematic tracking of the cooling chain increases
food safety.

“OUR APPRECIATION
FOR FOOD NEEDS
TO INCREASE
SIGNIFICANTLY AND
CONSUMERS NEED TO
BE FAR MORE INFORMED
ON SAVE FOOD”

SAVIOUR MARKETS

SIRPLUS, A START-UP BASED IN BERLIN, HAS A CLEAR GOAL: TO
In addition, METRO is a member of a consortium
under the project management of the University
of Bonn that researches intelligent packaging
systems for refrigerated products. Together with
academic and economic partners, the University
of Bonn is working on packaging that displays
the actual sell-by date of the product in real
time, depending on storage and transport, at
every point in the supply chain. This intelligent
packaging aims to help optimise logistical
processes and improve the quality and safety of
food.
What needs to change in the SAVE FOOD sector in

BRING SAVING FOOD TO THE MAINSTREAM. IN HIS THREE SAVIOUR
MARKETS AND VIA HIS ONLINE PRESENCE, RAPHAEL FELLMER
OFFERS SURPLUS FOOD THAT IS NOT USED BY FOOD BANKS OR
OTHER ORGANISATIONS.

CURRENTLY, THE GERMAN COMPANY HAS OVER 1,300 CUSTOMERS

the next 5 to 10 years?

For us, it seems as though we can access
food anywhere at any time. This is exactly why
our appreciation of food needs to increase
significantly. This will require extensive
communications measures that support and
strengthen consumers in their decisions. This
needs to start during childhood.
Digital tools and technological innovations need
to make it easier and easier to decrease food loss
and waste throughout the entire supply chain.
In addition, partnerships, dialogues and use of
effective technology need to work to close the
gaps in the food cycle.

DAILY AND A TOTAL OF 500 PARTNERS. THE CONCEPT IS WELLRECEIVED. IN THE COMING FIVE YEARS, RAPHAEL FELLMER PLANS
TO OPEN 35 NEW SAVIOUR MARKETS AND EXPAND INTO OTHER
COUNTRIES. RAPHAEL FELLMER ALSO FOCUSES ON INFORMATION,
AS ON AVERAGE, 50 PERCENT OF FOOD WASTE TAKES PLACE AT
HOME. THIS IS OFTEN CAUSED BY MISUNDERSTANDING THE SELLBY DATE ON THE PACKAGING.
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S AV E F O O D .
NOW!

OPTIONS FOR DRASTICALLY REDUCING FOOD LOSS ARE
AVAILABLE ALONG THE ENTIRE VALUE CHAIN FROM
THE HARVEST TO THE END CONSUMER.

Source: Wageningen University & Research

TA S T E
FOOD.
NOW!

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+6 months

+6 months

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+1 Year

+6 months

HOW LONG IS FOOD ACTUALLY EDIBLE ONCE
THE SELL-BY DATE HAS EXPIRED?

One of the most common causes for food waste
is the sell-by date. Far too often, this is still
interpreted – wrongly, we might add – as a use-by
date. As a result, food no longer reaches charitable
organisations such as food banks and is thrown
away unnecessarily.
Food banks aim to better educate the public and
have started an information campaign on how
to confidently handle sell-by dates. With a cry of
“Trust your senses!”, they invite consumers to
test the look, smell, consistency and taste of food
that has passed its sell-by date and point out the
various shelf-lives of popular foods, which are
often edible days, weeks and even months after
their sell-by date has expired..

+28 days

+21 days

+2 months

+2 months

+21 days

+21 days

+2 months

+10 days

+28 days

+7 days

save-food.org

+5 days

+5 days

+5 days

+2 days

+2 days

+2 days

By 2030, Egypt aims to be
one of the world’s strongest
economic powers.

THE GATEWAY
TO AFRICA
EGYPT AND THE ENTIRE MEA REGION ARE SEEN AS A DYNAMIC AND
VERY ATTRACTIVE MARKET FOR LARGE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
AND DRAW NUMEROUS INVESTMENTS INTO THE COUNTRY.
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THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE INTERPACK ALLIANCE
FAMILY IS PACPROCESS MEA, WHICH WILL TAKE
PLACE ANNUALLY IN CAIRO FROM DECEMBER 2019.

With the new cooperation between Messe Düsseldorf
and the event organizers IFP Group and Konzept, the
interpack alliance has now entered the entire Middle
East & Africa (MEA) region. From December 2019,
the trade fair pacprocess MEA will take place in Cairo
once a year.
Just like the interpack alliance’s flagship, interpack in
Düsseldorf, the partner trade fair in Cairo is aimed at
companies across the entire value chain in the food,
beverage, pharmaceutical, cosmetics, confectionery
and baked goods, consumer and industrial goods
industries and providers of packaging, packaging
materials and the relevant manufacturing technology.
The organisers additionally focus on recycling and
environmental technology.
Egypt is the gateway to the African world and,
together with the entire MEA region, is considered
to be a dynamic and very attractive market for large
international corporations. This is also due to its
inclusion in extensive free trade agreements with
other states in the region. In the past few years, global
players in the food industry such as Coca-Cola, Nestlé
and Mondelez, among others, have made investments
worth hundreds of millions.
This is because Egypt’s economy continues to grow
and its goals are ambitious. The land of the Nile aims
to belong to the world’s strongest economic powers
by 2030, and the industry needs further stimulation
to reach that goal. Therefore, investments have been
significantly increased both by private parties and the
government. In 2017 alone there was an increase
here of 30 percent compared to the previous year. The
markets in the chemical, food, pharmaceutical and
metal industries are considered the most promising.
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A stable consumer climate is expected over the
coming years. Currently, household expenditure lies
at around 53 percent of the gross domestic product.
According to the predictions of the Egyptian ministry
of economics, this will increase with an annual growth
from the current 5.4 percent to 5.8 percent by 2020.
Expenditures for food and beverages are expected to
increase by 60 percent (2013 to 2020).
In the pharmaceutical field, Egypt is already one
of the MEA region’s largest producers and most
important sales markets. The estimated growth in
this field is 8 percent by 2020. The packaging and
process industry, along with its associated companies,
naturally benefits from the growing consumer goods
industry. In the period between 2015 and 2019, the
packaging sector expects revenue of over 45.5 billion
Euros; this corresponds to a growth of 35 percent.
This development is driven by a young, growing and
consumption-oriented population with an increasing

A stable consumer climate is expected for the Egyptian
market over the coming years.

level of education and growing income.
In 2018, there were a total of 94.8 million
inhabitants in Egypt; in 2050 there will be 129
million people.
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City of a thousand minarets

Egypt International Exhibition Center, Cairo; takes place in parallel with FoodAfrica www.pacprocess-mea.com

For some, it is the city of secret love. For others, the
city of singing taxi drivers or the city of a thousand
minarets.
When you travel to Cairo, you travel to a place full
of ancient history. The pyramids in Giza are an
unbelievable 4,500 years old and the last remaining
wonder of the Ancient world. Guarded by the Great
Sphinx of Giza, the three stone monuments rise to the
south of Cairo, named after the Pharaohs Cheops,
Chephren and Mykerinus. They rank among the
oldest and most impressive structures in human
history and can be seen from every part of the city.
The ancient pyramids are accompanied by churches,
palaces, fortresses and city gates, all of them
thousands of years old. There is so much to see and
marvel at that one visit is usually not enough.
However, what characterises the city of Pharaohs
most is the mixture of the ancient and the modern.
Colourful neon-lit shopping malls sit next to Arabian
markets. Egyptians in traditional robes sell roasted
corn on the cob, whilst infomercials are shown on
huge screens on the other side of the road. Luxury
limousines hurtle past them on the way to the upper
class’s nearest trending restaurant.
All this is accompanied by a constant soundscape,
a mixture of car horns, televisions that are too loud,
merchants who cry to tout their wares and the calls
of the 30,000 muezzins who call religious Muslims to
pray facing Mecca five times a day. And Cairo doesn’t
settle down at night. Business quarters, shopping
malls and promenades continue to bustle until just
before midnight.

PACPROCESS MIDDLE
EAST AFRICA
9 – 11 D E C E M B E R 2 0 1 9
INTERPACKALLIANCE.COM/CAIRO
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T R AV E L

03  Masdschid ibn Tulun
Experts call it one of the most beautiful mosques in the world. In any case,
the Masdschid ibn Tulun mosque is the largest mosque in Cairo and is
counted as the oldest mosque to be preserved in its original state in the city.

TIPS

CAIRO

03

CAIRO IS THE LARGEST CITY IN AFRICA AND IS
SEEN AS THE INTELLECTUAL CENTRE OF THE
ARABIAN WORLD. THE WORLD FAMOUS ANCIENT
MONUMENTS, NUMEROUS DOMES AND MINARETS
BEAR WITNESS TO THE CITY’S HISTORY, WHICH
STRETCHES OVER A THOUSAND YEARS AND BLEND
WITH MODERN DWELLINGS, CAFÈS AND HIGH
CLASS RESTAURANTS IN THE HUSTLE AND BUSTLE
OF URBAN LIFE.

01

01 The Egyptian Museum

02

Egypt’s famous museum holds 100,000 exhibits
of Pharaoh culture – many of them are placed in
storage rooms that are inaccessible to the public.
The two Royal Mummy Halls in the upper storey
are popular, as are Tutankhamun’s sarcophagus
made of 110 kilograms of solid gold and his equally
impressive death mask.

02 Khan el-Khalili Bazaar

A
 t the Khan el-Khalili bazaar, shops and people are
all crammed in side by side. A vast maze of twisting
narrow streets with hundreds of shops, workshops
and coffee houses has made this quarter of the old
town world famous.
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05
04 Abou El-Sid

The Abou El-Sid is reminiscent of the Orient Express
with a coffee house touch. Visitors to Cairo can enjoy
Egyptian, Circassian and other food to the sound of
dance floor music. Before and after the meal, visitors
enjoy the traditional water pipe and can choose from
20 different types of tobacco.

04

05  El Fishawy

06

The Al-Fishawi is located in the bazaar quarter
Khan el-Khalili and is a dream come true for any
fan of the orient. The coffee house – Qahwat in
Arabic – is said to be around 250 years old.
Through the air thick with smoke from the shishas,
you can just make out the mirrors framed with
arabesques and oil paintings on the walls that
are covered with dark wood. A wonderfully cosy
cave, where tea is the drink of choice.
06  Le Deck

The restaurant ship Le Deck offers guests
Mediterranean and oriental dishes in an exclusive
location. Chill out music and refreshing cocktails
with a view of the Nile are the perfect way to finish
off the evening in true style.

2019
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O U T L O O K
THE SAVE FOOD INITIATIVE IS CLOSE TO OUR HEARTS!
YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING A BRAND-NEW
CONCEPT FOR INTERPACK 2020. YOU CAN FIND OUT
MORE ON THIS IN THE COMING ISSUE OF TIGHTLY PACKED.

THE SUCCESS OF THE “COMPONENTS”
TRADE FAIR WHICH TAKES PLACE IN
PARALLEL TO INTERPACK HAS PROVED
THAT COMPONENTS AND AUTOMATED
SOLUTIONS REALLY DO BELONG
TOGETHER WITH PACKAGING AND
PROCESSES. MORE INSIGHTS IN THE
NEXT ISSUE.

LIVING WITHOUT PACKAGING?
THIS IS THE TITLE OF THE DAY-LONG CONFERENCE HELD
DURING INTERPACK 2020. WHY? BECAUSE THE INDUSTRY IS
TAKING A LOOK AT THIS TOPIC AND WE WANT TO DISCUSS THE
FACTS AND CONTROVERSIES IN A TARGETED MANNER. MORE
DETAILS WILL COME OUT IN THE NEXT ISSUE.

AS THE GREATEST PLEASURE IS SAID TO LIE IN ANTICIPATION, WE’RE LOOKING
TO DIVULGE A LITTLE AT THIS POINT IN TIME: THERE WILL BE A SECOND EDITION
OF THE TIGHTLY PACKED MAGAZINE! IN GOOD TIME BEFORE INTERPACK 2020,
WE WILL INVESTIGATE THE CURRENT AND EXCITING TOPICS IN THE WORLD OF
PACKAGING AND ITS ASSOCIATED PROCESSES.

